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NAME
README.macosx - Perl under Mac OS X

SYNOPSIS
This document briefly describes perl under Mac OS X.

DESCRIPTION
The latest Perl release (5.8.8 as of this writing) builds without changes
 under Mac OS X. Under 10.3 
"Panther" and newer OS versions, all self-tests
 pass, and all standard features are supported.

Earlier Mac OS X releases (10.2 "Jaguar" and older) did not include a
 completely thread-safe libc, so 
threading is not fully supported. Also,
 earlier releases included a buggy libdb, so some of the DB_File 
tests
 are known to fail on those releases.

Installation Prefix
The default installation location for this release uses the traditional
 UNIX directory layout under 
/usr/local. This is the recommended location
 for most users, and will leave the Apple-supplied Perl 
and its modules
 undisturbed.

Using an installation prefix of '/usr' will result in a directory layout
 that mirrors that of Apple's default 
Perl, with core modules stored in
 '/System/Library/Perl/${version}', CPAN modules stored in

'/Library/Perl/${version}', and the addition of
 '/Network/Library/Perl/${version}' to @INC for modules 
that are stored
 on a file server and used by many Macs.

SDK support
First, export the path to the SDK into the build environment:

    export  SDK=/Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.3.9.sdk

Use an SDK by exporting some additions to Perl's 'ccflags' and '..flags'
 config variables:

    ./Configure  -Accflags="-nostdinc  -B$SDK/usr/include/gcc  \
                           -B$SDK/usr/lib/gcc  -isystem$SDK/usr/include  \
                           -F$SDK/System/Library/Frameworks"  \
                -Aldflags="-Wl,-syslibroot,$SDK"  \
                -de

Universal Binary support
To compile perl as a universal binary (built for both ppc and intel), export
 the SDK variable as above, 
selecting the 10.4u SDK:

    export  SDK=/Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.4u.sdk

In addition to the compiler flags used to select the SDK, also add the flags
 for creating a universal 
binary:

    ./Configure  -Accflags="-arch  i686  -arch  ppc  -nostdinc  
-B$SDK/usr/include/gcc  \
                           -B$SDK/usr/lib/gcc  -isystem$SDK/usr/include  \
                           -F$SDK/System/Library/Frameworks"  \
                -Aldflags="-arch  i686  -arch  ppc  -Wl,-syslibroot,$SDK"  \
                -de

Keep in mind that these compiler and linker settings will also be used when
 building CPAN modules. 
For XS modules to be compiled as a universal binary, any
 libraries it links to must also be universal 
binaries. The system libraries that
 Apple includes with the 10.4u SDK are all universal, but 


